
Program Notes 


Paul Creston (1906-1985) 
Sonata Op. 19 for Eb Alto Saxophone and Piano (1939) 
Born in 1906 as Giuseppe Guttoveggio, Italian-American pianist and organist Paul Creston 
turned to composition in the 1930s. Despite his lack of formal training, his works quickly 
earned him wide acclaim. His conservative style blends song and dance, with a strong 
rhythmic sense enlivening each. The Sonata Op. 19 was commissioned by Cecil Leeson, one 
of the earliest proponents of classical saxophone. Leeson premiered the work in 1940 with the 
composer at the piano, and their partnership led to numerous hallmarks of the saxophone 
repertoire. 


The first movement of the sonata features a declamatory and contrapuntal first theme, which is 
followed by a lyrical and flowing second theme. The second movement, set in a floating 5/4 
time, realizes the emotional potential of the beautiful second theme heard in the prior 
movement. The final movement is a joyful dance in rondo form, showcasing the virtuosity and 
lyricism of both instruments. 


John Anthony Lennon (b. 1950) 
Distances Within Me (1979) 
Acclaimed American composer of contemporary music John Anthony Lennon wrote Distances 
Within Me for saxophonist James Forger, who premiered the work in 1979. Lennon writes: “The 
title refers to a range of emotions and reflects the instinctive, rather than formal, manner in 
which the work was composed…I have attempted to arrange the pace at which the emotions 
shift by creating areas of differing intensity.” Featuring contrasting indications to the performers 
such as “romantico,” “violently,” and “suspended,” this through-composed work has a variety 
of themes (most notably a quote from the jazz standard Harlem Nocturne) which return in ever-
shifting emotional guises. 


Luis Naón (b. 1961) 
Alto Voltango (2001) 
Argentinian-born composer Luis Naón has been a professor of composition at the Paris 
Conservatory since 1991. His expansive and varied body of works reflects his interest in 
electro-acoustic music, theatrical works, and inter-disciplinary projects. 


Nested within Urbana (a cycle of 24 pieces), Alto Voltango has five movements. Naón specifies 
that each movement may be decontextualized or even paired with other works. Written for 
Claude Delangle and Jean Geoffrey, the work is a collection of interludes with evocative titles. 
Naón writes: “The work is about high-voltage current. This current, which goes through the 
instrumentalists (in a way an electro-acoustic piece!) is revealed by an execution precision of 
great individual and vertical difficulty. It has a tango perfume, a tango which has been struck by 
strong voltages.” In addition to the rhythmic elements, Naón uses quarter-tones and pitch 
bends in both instruments, intensifying its “electric” quality. 
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Christian Lauba (b. 1952) 
Balafon from Neuf Etudes pour Saxophone Alto, Cahier 1 (1992) 
Christian Lauba is a Tunisian-born French composer and teacher whose music encompasses 
many styles and cultures. His close association with saxophonist Jean-Marie Londeix—begun 
in Bordeaux, France in the 1980s—spawned a decades-long partnership with the saxophone 
and produced perhaps the greatest number of works for the instrument by a single composer. 
His Neuf Etudes set a new standard for saxophone study. Each focuses on one or more 
extended techniques (such as slap tonguing, multiphonics, etc.) and one or more extreme 
musical parameters (such as volume, speed, attack, etc.). 


The first of these etudes, Balafon, draws inspiration from the West African instrument for which 
it is named, as well as the scales often played on it. The balafon is a gourd-resonated 
xylophone instrument with wooden bars and a light sound. The extended technique in this first 
etude is circular breathing, which Lauba pairs with subtone (a soft tone devoid of high partials) 
and multiphonics (multiple simultaneous tones). 


André Waignein (1942-2015) 
Rhapsody for Alto Saxophone and Orchestra (2010) 
André Waignein led an active career as a composer, conductor, trumpeter, and professor at the 
Brussels Conservatory from 1987 to his death in 2015. Nearly 200 years prior to his tenure 
there, Adolphe Sax (the inventor of the saxophone) received his own musical training at an 
earlier version the school. It is for this reason the Waignein was commissioned to write the 
Rhapsody, which functioned as the compulsory final round work for the 5th Adolphe Sax 
Competition in 2010. The work is dedicated to saxophonist Alain Crepin, as well as Waignein’s 
father. 


Rhapsody is a musical journey in three movements, which is an atypical form for such a work. 
The writing typifies Waignein’s upbeat, quasi-cinematic style, with majestic lyric moments set 
up by dramatic flourishes. The music takes the soloist from a virtuosic arabesque to a heartfelt 
song before finishing with a tarantella of breathtaking speed. 


Charles Ives (1874-1954) 
Hallowe’en from Three Outdoor Scenes (1907/1911) 
Charles Ives was one of the first American modernist composers to gain an international 
reputation, and late in life he was honored as a visionary. His appetite for musical 
experimentation was equally matched by his tendency to depict real-life events and situations 
through his music, often with humor. He wrote of Hallowe’en, originally for string quartet, piano, 
and drum: "It is a take-off of a Halloween party and bonfire - the elfishness of the little boys 
throwing wood on the fire, etc, etc... it is a joke even Herbert Hoover could get.”


The music is a strict canon which repeats itself three or four times. Ives advises in the score: "It 
has been observed by friends that three times around is quite enough, while others stood for 
four - but as this piece was written for a Hallowe'en party and not for a nice concert, the 
decision must be made by the players, regardless of the feelings of the audience.” Each repeat 
is slightly different. As the music progresses, so too does its speed and complexity, evoking 
the image of a bonfire growing higher and higher. 


